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Motivation
Gene expression databases are key resources for microarray data management and analysis. Public
repositories as well as microarray database systems that can be implemented by single laboratories
exists. However, there is not yet a tool that can easily support a collaborative environment where
different users with different rights of access to data can interact to define a common content. The
scope of the Genopolis database is to provide a resource that allows different groups performing
microarray experiments related to a common subject to create a common coherent knowledge base
and to analyze it, while respecting confidentiality of information. The Genopolis database has been
implemented as a dedicated system for the scientific community studying dendritic and macrophage
cells functions and host-parasite interactions
Methods
All the data have been generated through the Affymetrix platform, and all experiments are
annotated following MIAME recommendations. Experiment annotation is realized through a
custom software. At the core of this software is set of objects that represent entities relevant to the
experiment annotation, such as Experiment, Source, Stimulus, Sample, Hybridization, Measure.
These objects are organized as a tree, and the system provides functions on this tree to navigate and
check its components. Permission to edit and view these objects can be defined at the object level
with a group/role system of authorization. Furthermore the system supports the creation of
controlled vocabularies by the users. Integrity and consistency of data and annotation is enforced
through checking procedures. These are both automatic, on file integrity and required fields, and
humanly supervised, as for controlled vocabularies definition. The system is based on a web
architecture and is implemented in PHP and Java. In its current version it is based on MySQL and is
deployed on a Linux/Apache redundant server with high availability features. Several kind of data
are managed by the system. Raw images and cell files are managed as files, and made available for
download to authorized users, while expression values and experiment descriptions are managed by
the SQL engine and used for basic data analysis and advanced visualization. The system also offers
an automated export to ArrayExpress, parsing of Affymetrix MAGE-ML description files and and
advanced interactive user interface. These interface allows users to visualize data matrices based on
functional lists and sample characterization, and to navigate to other data matrices defined by
similarity of expression values as well as functional characterizations of genes involved. A
collaborative environment is also provided for the definition and sharing of annotation by users
(eg.: functional annotations of genes).
Results
The Genopolis database system provides an advanced resource for a scientific community
investigating a common topic through microarrays . Roles can be defined so that measurements and
experiment descriptions can be provided by different users. Consistency of data and annotations in
enhanced by the system and common controlled vocabularies are built as the result of the
interaction of users. Data can be kept confidential among groups for a limited time, and can be later
made public to other users and on the ArrayExpress public repository. The content of the
knowledge base can be exported for analysis with external tools, or browsed with an interactive
graphical system that intuitively allows users to browse related set of genes and experimental
conditions.



Availability: http://www.genopolis.it/  

Contact email: andrea.splendiani@unimib.it  

Supplementary informations
Access to data is subordinated to proper agreement.
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